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INTRODUC TION TO TRANSISTOR THEORY AND C IRCUITS
Transistors are smaller in size, figures 2 and 3, and

INTRODUCTION

weigh less; they have no filaments and therefore con·

The heart of early radio receivers was the crystal

sume less power; they have long operating lives; they

detector, figure 1, which generally used a small piece

are solid in construction and extremely rugged; they

of galena or silicon. This crystal allowed current to

are not subject to microphonics; they require no warm·

pass in only one direction and acted as a rectifier to
produce audio variations.

up; they can be made impervious to the weather; and

Going further than this

finally, transistor circuitry is greatly simplified over

with crystals seemed unimportant at that time as the

tube circuitry.

vacuum tube had just come into being, and was proving
superior, in many ways, to the crystal detector.

(

)

(

JUNCTION

Fl XED CRYSTAL

TRANSISTOR

JN34

2NI 09

SELENIUM
DIODE

Fig. 2-T,.1J111isto,. Siz• Compmson.
Transistors will certainly lend competition to many
functions now performed by vacuum tubes. There will
be many cases in which it will be possible to replace
tubes with transistors and reduce the cost and increase
the convenience or efficiency of the

circuit. It is also

possible that some entirely new field of electronics

will be made possible by the use of transistors.

However, engineers continued to investigate crystals.
and gradually found out many things about them
which have recently made it possible for crystals to
do many of the things that a vacuum tube will do,
and in some cases, better. First, of course, came the
fixed crystal which for some years has been used as a
rectifier where small size, good sensitivity, and low
noise was required. Engineers did not, however, stop

S\..A1�2.4

with the fixed crystal, but eventually came up with the
transistor. One of the advantages of the transistor is

2N104

its comparatively small size.

POWER-70 MW

6J5

Transistors have been available for some time and

V.

TUBE

POWER- 4500 MW

engineers are beginning to appreciate the many SU·

V. GAIN

perior qualities as compared to the vacuum tube.
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THE SILICON ATOM

THE GERMANIUM ATOM
Before looking into the operation of a transistor it
will be useful to look at the structure of the atoms of
several materials.

We are mainly interested in ger

manium, silicon, antimony, arsenic, aluminum, and
gallium.

In figure 5 (a), we see a silicon atom completely

diagrammed showing the L4 protons in its nuclew

and the 10 tightly bound electrons around it in two

rings, plus the 4 valence electrons of the outer ring.

graphical diagram (a) in 6.gure 4.

SIMPLIFIED
DIAGRAM

DIAGRAM

A germanium atom is represented in the
The atom has

32 protons in its nucleus and 28 tightly bound elec
trons around it, plus 4 valence electrons in the outer

ring. Please remember that this is a two dimensional
drawing of a subject that has three dimensions.

DIAGRAM

SLA11it7

SIMPLIFIED
DIAGRAM

(8)

(Al
14 ·10•4

14 PROTONS IN NUCLEUS
10 TIGHTLY BOUND ELECTRONS
4 VALENCE

ELECTRONS

NET CHARGE
CORE
4 VALENCE ELECTRONS
ON

Fig. 5-The Silicon Atom.

In the simplified diagram (b) we show only the net

(Al

32 PROTONS IN NUCLEUS
28 TIGHTLY BOUND ELECTRONS
4 VALENCE ELECTRONS

charge on the core, and the valence electrons. You

(Bl
32-28:+4 NET CHARGE
ON CORE

4 VALENCE

ELECTRONS

Fig. 4-Tht Germ<1m11m Atom.

The valence electron is very important in the study
of solids.

Valence means the degree of combining

power of an atom. The outer shell of a solid is in
complete, and the valence electron is that part of the
atom responsible for its ability to bind chemically with
other atoms. When atoms bind together through their

will notice that it looks exactly like the germanium
atom, in fact, germanium or silicon can be used equally
well in the making of transistors.

ATOM STRUCTURES OF SEVERAL
SUBSTANCES
In 6.gure 6 we show the simplified diagrams of the
atoms of a number of substances used in the making

of transistors. The germanium or silicon atom is rep

resented by (a) which we have already discussed. The
GERMANIUM

OR

SILICON
ATOM

ANT I li«:lNY
OR
ARSENIC
ATOM

ALUMINIUM
OR
GALLIUM
ATOM

valence elecuons, it is called an "electron-pair bond"
or "covalent bond" and is one of the principal building
blocks of chemistry. Consequently, the valence elec
tron will attempt to pair off with those of another atom
in order to complete the outer shell.

We are mainly concerned with the net charge on the
core of the atom and the valence elecuones surround

(A)

{DONOR)

{ACCEPTOR)

(8)

(C)

Fig. 6-Simfllified Atom Dwgr4m1.

ing it. Therefore, we can simplify the previous dia·
gram of the germanium atom as shown in 6.gure 4( b).
Here we have shown the net charge (which is the total
number of procons in the nucleus minus the tightly
bound electrons which do not enter into any chemical
reactions) as the core, and the four electrons (negative
charges) which are the valence electrons.

antimony or arsenic atom by (b). Here we notice that
there is a net charge of 5 protons, and 5 valence elec

trons. The atom strueture of aluminum or gallium
is shown in figure 6 (c). Here again we note that it
is different from germanium or silicon in that there
are only 3 protons in the net charge of the core, and

3 valence electrons.

areas and negative signs. This crystal, in the perfect

GERMANIUM CRYSTAL

State, has its bond structure complete and every atom

Figure 7 shows the plan on which a pure germanium

is at rest in its proper place, with no atoms or electrons

crystal is formed. Each atom has four neighboring

missing or squeezed into wrong place$.

atoms, all located the same distance away, and each the

same distance from each other. If you can visualize

In this case, a perfect crystal, the valence electrons
are all held in covalent bonds. Equilibrium exists, and

the valence electrons are all bound to their respective

nuclei. When this condition exists, the crystal is a fair

insulator.

Germanium or Silicon "N" Type Crystal
EACH ATOM EQUI
DISTANT FROM
FOUR OTHER ATOMS

Now that we have discussed a pure cryStal, we will

turn our attention to the effect of inserting impurities
into the pure crystal. Actually, pure germanium has

SL.\1619

impurities to the extent of 1 part in 1 billion, but

this amount of impurity has no application in the field

of transistors. To provide adequate carriers of cur

rent in the germanium crystal, impurities are added,

Fig. 7-The G1r""1nium Crys111l in 3 Dimensions.

about 1 part in 100 million. This impurity may be

this, you will see that four is the largest number of

antimony, arsenic, aluminum, or gallium.

equal separation from each other, or in other words,

antimony to the germanium or silicon crystal. Note

bodies that can be located around each other with

Figure 9 illustrates the. effect of adding arsenic or

be equidistant from each other.

that all of the electrons form covalent bonds with the

exception of one excess electron from the antimony

COY ALENT BOND STRUCTURE IN
CRYSTALS

Normally we are interested in the production of

anything as near perfect as possible. However, this

is not true in the case of transistors, where the inser

tion of impurities, with control, is the basis for per
formance operation.

ANTIMONY
OR
ARSENIC
ATOM
(OONORl

GERMANIUM
OR
SILICON
ATOM
(Al

Before discussing the imperfec

tions in a germanium or silicon crystal, it will be

necessary co discuss perfection.

(Bl

EXCESS ELECTRON
MOVES TO POSITIVE
POLE

Figure 8 illustrates the atomic structure of a perfect

Of BATTERY

germanium or silicon crystal as pictured in figure 7,

only now it is shown in a diagram where all atoms are

pictured in a single plan,. rather than in space. You

(Cl

will note that each atom is surrounded by four other

Pig. 9-Germ11ni11m or Silicon Crystlll---"N" T'Ype.

atoms, symmetrically placed. An "electron-pair bond"

or arsenic atom. This electron is free to move within

or "covalent bond" is formed between each atom and

the crystal, and if we were to place a battery across the

the one next to it, with the bond being shared equally

crystal, the electron would race across the crystal and

by the <WO atoms at its ends, as indicated by the shaded

,..

enter the positive terminal of the battery. Simultane

ously, an electron will leave the negative terminal of

IOND STRUCTURE

COMPLETE. ElllCH
ATOM AT REST ANO

EACH ATOM
SURROUNDED BY
4 SYMMETRICALLY

4

Pl.ACED NEIGHBORS

the battery and enter the crystal.

So we

see,

that by

merely adding the arsenic or antimony atom and

IN PROPER PLACE.NO
ATOM OR ELECTRON
MISSING OR SQUEEZED.
SHOWN IN A PLANE,
RATHER THAN IN
SPACE.

causing an impurity in the germanium or silicon crys

tal, we can cause conduction in a solid which was pre

viously an insulator. The conduction is not as
as

good

it would be in copper wire, but it is better than that

of an insulator and somewhere between the two ex

Materials of this type are called semiconduc
tors. Because there is an excess electron, or 'negative

tremes.

A PERFECT CRYSTAL

Pig. 8-The

Co1111lent

Bond Str11cl11re
Silicon Cryst11ls.

of

Germ11ni11m

or

charge, on the crystal, it is called an "N" type crystal.

s

Germanium or Silicon "P" Type Crystal

P-N JUNCTION OF CRYSTALS

Now let us see what happens when we add aluminum

Equilibrium

or gallium to germanium or silicon crystals as shown

The theory of operation is the same for both Silicon

in figure 10. The aluminum or gallium atom has one

and Germanium crystals, but since Germanium is the

less proton in its net core charge and. also one less val

element most frequently used for transistors. here

ence electron than does the germanium or silicon crys
tal.

after

Therefore, one covalent bond is incomplete, and a

we

will

refer

only

to

Germanium

in

our

discussion.
When two types of Germanium crystals are placed
side by side, as in figure 11, the place at which they
meet is called a P-N Junction.

AUJMIHUM
Oft
G.t.LUUM

GCRMAHIUM
OR

$ ILICON

(ACCEPTOl'I I

(A)

(B)

HOU MOVES TO
NEGATIVE POL£
OF

BATTCRY

+HOLES

SL.At612.

Fig. IO-G""""1fillm

hole is left.

(C)

tW

Siucon

p

I:�: 'n'*: =�=I

ATOM

ATOM

Figure 11 (a) illus

trates the P-N Junction in a state of equilibrium with

·ELECTRONS

POTENTIAL ENERGY-ELECTRONS
Potential Energy is ability to

clo WO<k.

(A)

( c)

Cry1111l-"P" T1�•·
ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL

If a battery is applied, this hole will at

(8)

tract an electron from one of its neighboring ger

POTENTIAL ENERGY-HOLES
.........,,

(0)

manium or silicon atoms in order to complete the four
electron-pair or covalent bonds.

By doing so though,

it leaves a hole in another electron-pair bond.

the holes to the left of the P-type germanium and

Obvi

the electrons to the right of the N-type germanium. It

ously the hole will have the equivalent charge of an
electron, but it will be positive.

may be expected that these holes and electrons will

At this point, we can

diffuse into each other's territory and cancel out the

conclude that the aluminum or gallium atom intaking

holes and electrons. However, the electrostatic poten

an extra valence electron acted as an "Acceptor" and
resulted in a positively charged crystal.

tial distribution produced by the acceptor and donor

It logically

atoms prevents this from happening.

follows that a germanium or silicon crystal with Ac
ceptor impurities would be termed a "P" type crystal

across the junction so that the polarity is positive to

because of the positive charges, resulting from the
holes.
hole

It also will become a semi-conductor,
or

positive charge

is

actually

free to

the N-type germanium and negative to the P-cype.

E1tch

The electrostatic potential for the two types of crys

move

tal is low in the P-type and high in the N-type crystal

throughout the crystal, and if a battery were placed

as shown in figure 11 ( b). The division is spoken of

across the crystal, the hole would move towards the
negative terminal.

This electro

static potential acts as though a battery were placed

as a "Hill." No current can Oow through the junction

An electron would then leave the

unless an external voltage is applied.

negative terminal, enter the crystal, and till the hole.
Simultaneously, an electron from an electron-pair bond

As shown in figure 11 ( c) the electrons remain in

in the crystal and near the positive terminal of the

the region of highest electrostatic potential, which will

battery would leave the crystal and enter the battery.

also be the region of minimum potential energy. Since

This action will create another hole in the crystal, near

potential energy is the ability to do work, and since the

the negative terminal.

electron cannot move to do work after it reaches the

The cycle is repeated, and cur

rent Oows within the circuit.

highest electrostatic potential, it is obvious that it is
in a region of low potential energy. The holes, being

Now we see that we have two types of germanium

positive charges, will remain in the region of lowest

or silicon crystals, the "N" type and the "P" type. The
"N" type is formed when a donor such as arsenic or

electrostatic potential. This also will be the region of

antimony joins the crystal structure. Electrons are the

minimum potential energy £or holes, illustrated in fig

principle carriers of current. The "P" type crystal is

ure 1 1 ( d). You will note that a low potential energy

region for holes, is a high potential energy region for

formed when an acceptor such as aluminum or gallium
joins the crystal structure.

electrons, and vice versa. Therefore, the resistance to

Here, holes, or positive

current Oow will be very high.

charges are the principle carriers of current.

6

Reverse Bias

into the P-cype section, and the holes climb the small
hill and move into the N-type section.

With a reverse bias connected as shown in 6gure

Now, in a

12(a). the holes will be pulled fW'ther to the left of

small area on each side of the P-N junction, holes and

the P-cype germanium, and the electrons will be

electrons combine. For each hole that combines with

pulled further to the right of the N-cype germanium.

an electron from the N-cype •.. an electron from an

The electrostatic potential has, of course, been in·
p

N

p

electron-pair bond near the positive terminal leaves

N

the crystal and enters the positive terminal of the bat

} _J

tery. This creates a new hole which flows towards
the N·type germanium.

_____

----c
+HOLES

1111111""+--�

-EL ECTRONS

that combines with a hole, an electron enters the crys

(Cl

tal from the negative terminal of the battery. So we

(Al
p

Likewise, for each electron

POTENTIAL ENERGY· ELE CTRONS
HI LL· INCREASED

p

N

conclude that the current ftow in the P-section is a

N

flow of holes, and the current flow in the N-section a

flow of electrons. In this discussion, please remember
ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL
HILL -INCREASED

POTENTIAL ENERGY-HOLES
t\.A•lt.)4

(8)

the fundamental idea, "like charges repel, unlike

HILL-INCREASED

charges attract." We can understand what would hap·

(0)

pen if a varying voltage were applied to the P-N junc·

Fig. 12-P-N ]um:tion of Cryst.Js-R""'- Bi.u.

tion. When the applied signal produces a reverse bias,
the resistance is high. When it produces a forward

creased and the potential energy hills have also been
increased.

bias, the resistance is low and conduction occurs.

Consequently, there is even Jess chance for

either electron or hole flow than during the original

This then is rectification, and a much more complete

Therefore, the resistance to cur

description of how that old crystal detector worked.

state of equilibrium.

rent flow will be very high, even higher than in the
Current Flow

equilibrium state.

Figure 14 shows the current ftow we have just been

Forward Bias

talking about. Here you can see that the current flow

Now let us consider what would happen if the bat·

in the P-cype crystal is caused by the hole movement,

tery polarity were reversed as in figure 13. The posi·

and in the N-cype is due to movement of electrons.

tive potential will force the holes to the right of the
p

+ +:+
+++:+

+.

-

+,-_
+l-_-

+ ' -

-

..;�+ · 1111 11-----...

.._

_
_

SOME-WILL ENTER "P'"AREA
SOME+ WI LL ENTER "N" AREA
p

Of course, the total current will be the graphic su.m
of the cwo.

N

I� -I

p

lp(HOL ES)/

POTENTIAL E N ERGY-ELECTRONS
HILL REDUCED
(C)

(A)

iI

N

ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL
HILL REDUCED

(8)

p

N
I-WHEN APPLIED VOLTAGE PRODUCES A FORWARD BIAS, THE
CRYSTAL ACTS AS A LOW RESISTANCE.
2-WHEN APPLIEO VOLTAGE PRODUCES A REVERSE BIAS, THE
CRYSTAL ACTS AS A VERY HIGH RESISTANCE.

POTENTIAL ENERGY-HOLES
HILL R EDUCED

(D)

Fig. 14-P-N

Pig. l 3-P-N Junction of Crys111ls-Porw11rd BM.s.

Jundion

of Cryst1ls-PON4l1trd Bi.u-C.u"""'I
Plow.

THE JUNCTION TRANSISTOR

P-cype and the negative potential will force the elec·
trons to the left of the N·cype crystal. This battery

Up to now, we have learned how a germanium crys·

connection is called the forward bias connection and

tal is made to conduct and have considered the effects

it will reduce the electrostatic potential, and at the

of bias. Now, let us analyze the operation of the junc

same time will reduce the potential energy hills. The

tion transistor. A junction transistor may be either a

hills are actually reduced to such an extent that the
electrons are able to climb the small hill and move

P-N-P junction or �n N·P·N juncti�n.

7

P-N junction and easily go down the right potential
energy hill. This steep energy hill which favors the

N-P-N Type-Equilibrium
Here in figure 15(a) we have a sketch of an N-P-N
transistor.

lo ( b)

we see

entrance of electrons from the base to the collector is

the distribution of electrons

due to the reverse bias, which is illustrated in (b).

and holes for a condition of equilibrium. From our
p

I

N

� [JJ]
POTENTIAL ENERGY

B

OF

In (c) we apply a signal such that the positive half
of the cycle is inserted at the emitter. This then will
oppose the forward bias and the potential energy hill
increase, thereby reducing the electron and current

HOLES

HOLES CONCENTRATED IN REGION
OF LOWEST POTENTIAL ENERGY
FOR THEM.
(C)

(A)

Bow. Only a few electrons will then climb the left
pOtential energy hill. Very few will combine with the
holes in the P-type germanium, and the remaining

electrons will slide down the right potential energy
hill to the collector. Therefore, the current Bow will

DISTRIBUTION OF
ELECTRONS ANO HOLES

(8)

be reduced from what it was in the state of equilibrium.

POTENTIAL ENERGY OF ELECTRONS
ELEC TR ONS CO N CENTRATED IN
REGION OF LOW EST POTENTIAL
ENERGY FOR THE M.

Now let's see what happens when the negative half

Sl.A•ltJI

(Q)

of the cycle is applied at the emitter. In (d) we see

Fig. 15-N-P-N ]unction Tr.msis1or-St<1I- of l!quilibri#m.

that the left potential energy hill has been much re

duced by the forward bias aided by the signal. This

previous discussion, we recognize in ( c) and (d), the

hill is now so small that many more electrons will

displacement of donor, acceptors, holes, and electrons
under a condition of equilibrium.

easily climb it.

We also expect to

They will pass through the P-type

germanium without combining with the holes, and

find the holes and electrons in a state of low potential

.

energy and as the potential energy hills indicate, it is

impossible for the holes or electrons to climb the

slide down the right hill to the collector. So we see
that the current flow will then be increased over that
of the equilibrium state. This then, is how a junction

hills and no current flow is possible.

transistor responds to a signal.

N-P-N Type-Signal Applied

Amplification with Junction Transistors

In Figure 16(a) we note that for normal N-P·N

With the aid of figure 17, we will now investigate

transistor operation, the emitter is biased in the for

the transistor as an amplifier. The voltage gain is the

ward directior:i and the collector is biased in the re·

product of the current gain and the resistance gain, as

verse direction. Since the principle current carrier in
an N-P-N transistor is the electron, we will not

demonstrated by Ohm's Law. As you know, one im·

con

portant feature of a transistor is its a bil i ty to amplify,

sider the potential bill for holes. In studying the elec
tron potential energy hill for the left P-N junction, we

TRANSISTOR

CHARAC TERISTICS
OIRREHT GAIN.-0.9& TO 0.98
E MITTER TO BASER-..-·-· ,00

�·/·I·� �
N

-=
-

=::@
=
-

t

]£ l·LEFT J U N CTION BIASED _.i::
-,,.

IN FORWARD D I REC T I O N =
2·RIGHT JUNCTION BIASEC.
IN REVERSE DIRECTION
(Al

P

1,000,000
RESISTANCE (JAIN. . . .... zpoo
GAIN . ..... . ...-. 1,900

w
"'

�

c

�

SIGNAL APPLIED-NEGATIVE
l+ALF CYCLE
l·SIGNAL AIDS BIAS
OF LEFT JU NCTION
2 ELECTRON ANO CURRENT
FLOW INCREASES

A

AMPLIFICATION
OHMS LAW. ........................ E •IR
CURRENT GAIN APPROXIMATE
LY CONSTANT.

..J
..J
0
u

!Cl

.

VOLTAGE

�

SIGNAL APPLIED-POSITIVE
HALF CYCLE
I-SIGNAL OPP�SES BIAS
OF LEFT JUNCTION
2·ELECTRON ANO CURRENT
FLOW DECREASES

EL4:bJ IT!lJ

NO SIGNAL
I-FORWARD BIAS DECREASES
HILL OF LEFT JUNCTION
2·ELECTRONS WILL CLIMB
ANO PASS TJ.iROUGH ANO DOWN
HILL OF RIGHT JUNCTION
(B)

COLL£CTOR TO IAX R.....

t

N

llEStSTAHCE GAIN HIGH
VOLTAGE GA IN HIGH ANO WILL
VARY AS RESISTANCE.

.JS

(B)

COLLECTOR CURRENT- -

(A)

(0)

so we know that the product is greater than unity (or,
one). We also know that some of the electrons from
know that the forward bias will, in effect, reduce the

the emitter combine with holes in pas.sing through the

potential energy hill for this junction. This will per·

P-region enroute co the collector. It then stands to

mit some electrons co flow into the P·type germanium

son that the collector current changes are less than the

rea

and since chis layer is thin, 01ost of the electrons will

emitter current changes so that the "alpha (a)" or

not combine with the hokt but will pass into the right

current gain for a junction transistor i• always less than

8

We can conclude that the resistancie

unity (or, one).

ward direction which is low resistance, and the col

gain must offset this loss in curre n t gain. We know

lector is biased in the revene direction which is high

that the collector is biased in the reverse or high re

resistance. The spacing of the point contaas is very

sistance direction, but this is not the contributing fac

important, usually five mils or less. We shall discuss

tor, because as just explained, the electrons entering

the reaso n later.

the collector slide down the potential energy bill,
which in effect means low resistance.
By referring to (a), Figure 17, we see that

as

Theory

the

Io order to study point-contact

collector voltage is increased, more elecuons are needed

trans istor

operation,

we must accept the Surface Status Elecuon theory.

to sustain this low resistance than are available. Theo

as the voltage is increased beyond this point ( B),

This theory states that electro ns which nod their way

the

to the surface of a semi<onductor become held or

voltage keeps rising yet the current remains approxi

bound in certain conditions or states, and do not read

mately constant. By operating on the steep portion of

ily return into the bulk of the material. For an N-type

there is a sharp increase in the circuit resistance

as

the curve, such as point (C), collector circuit resist

point<ontact uansistor, these surface electrons com

ances in the order of megohms are possible and we
can see then, demonstrated by Ohm's law, that a

bine with the array of donors just below the surface to

transistor can amplify even though the current gain
is less than unity.

cal battery shown in· dotted lines of figure 19. This is

form a small potential hill as indicated by the theoreti·
similar to the P-N junction discussed earlier.

It might be well to mention at this point, that in or
der to insure correct performance (the prevention of
abnormal combining of holes and electrons) the base

material must be held to a thickness of less than one
thousandth of an inch.
The same reasoning we have followed in explaining
the N-P-N transistor also applies to the P-N-P transis
tor. The only difference is that in the P-N-P transistor,

SURFACE STATUS ELECTRON THEORY.

the current flow is due to hole movement, so the bias

ELECTRONS ON SURFACE OF A SEMICONDUCTOR BECOME
BOUND IN CERTAIN CONDITIONS ANO DO NOT READILY
RETURN INTO BULK OF THE MATERIAL.

voltages must be reversed from the N-P-N type in or
der to obtain the forward biased condition required for

THESE ELECTRONS COMBINE WITH DONORS JUST BELOW
SURFACE FORMING POTENTIAL HILL INDICATED BY
DOTTED BATTERY. EQUIVALENT TO P-N JUNCTION.

operation.

THE POINT-CONTACT TRANSISTOR
Figure 18 is a sketch showing the construction of a

point contact transistor. The type ol germanium used
can be either "N" type or "P" type, although the

Biasing

N-type is most frequently used. In the point contact

Figure 20 shows the point contact transistor con

transistor the emitter and collector contaet very small

nected with external bias batterJes. As mentioned be

areas, iesulting in high resistance connectiQOs, whereas

fore, the emitter is biased in the forward direction and

in the case of the junction transistor the contacts are

even though this bias may not exceed one volt, the

low resistance soldered connections. The point-contact

point contact creates a high intensity electric field.

transistor is biased in the same manner al the junction

--

transistor. That is, the emitter is biased in the for·

COLL ECTOR

E MITTER
I. 8lA$EO

IN

Ee +

t. BIASED IN REVERSE

FORWARD

DlftfCTION.

OIRECTION.

2. HIGH RESISTANCE.

z. LOW RESISTANCE.

EMITTER AND COLLECTOR

CONTACTS ARE BOTH
HIGH RESISTANCE
CONNECTIONS.

S\..A· 1645
EMITTER

BASE

COU.ECTOR
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This field attracts some of the electrons from the
valence bond which fl.ow into the emitter.

Amplification with Point-Contact Transistors

This in

As we noted in our srudy of junction transistors,

turn leaves a hole in the immediate vicinity of the

voltage gain was the product of resistance gain and

emitter, and it appears as though the emitter actually
injected the hole. As soon as the holes are created, they

current gain.

Here again, the high resistance is not

drift over to the collector under the influence of the

due to the reverse biasing of the collector but is a

electric field, lying between the emitter and the col·

function of the collecror current vs collector voltase

lector. Since the point contact transistor is made of

as shown in figure 21. However, this time we note

N-type germanium, there is an excess of electrons.

that the curve is not as steep, indicating that the re

Consequently, many of the holes enroute to the col

sistance will not be as high.

lector combine with eleetroos and cease to a;ist. It is
thus apparent that the distance between the emitter

gain in the point-contact transistor.

and collector cat whisker is important since too loag
a transit time would mean that too many holes would

GAIN CHARACTERISTICS

combine with electrons and the transistor action would
be reduced.

This comparative loss in

resistance gain is somewhat offset by an actual current

I

Normal spacings are up to five mils

( 5·thousandths of an inch). Closer spacing also allows

..
"

operation at higher frequencies.

I
fJ

�

0
>

We notice that some of the holes do not follow a

Cl:

straight line from emitter to collector. Instead, they

�
v
"'
..J
..J
0
v

travel in an indirect path and form a space charse
within the germaniu� in the region of the conducting
nearby sites. This is the reason why the circuit resist·

A

a.nee of a point contact transistor (both forward and

A

_,

-�

_

VOLTAGE GAIN______ 150
POWER GAIN-------400

AMPL I flCATION
OHMS LAW------E•In

I

path and thereby attract additional electrons from

CURRENT GAIN______2.5
FORWARD R------ _300
REVERSE R______1a,ooo
RESISTANCE GAIN_____60

CURRENT GAIN HIGHER
THAN UNITY

/

RESISTANCE GAIN LOW
VOLTAGE GAIN HIGH ANO
VARIES WITH RESISTANCE
ANO CURRENT.

CO LLECTOR CURRENT

reverse biased conditions) is comparatively low, as

( Al

compared to the junction transistor. However, the im·
portant thing to remember is that the holes reduce the
collector-to-base resistance by cancelling the e.ffect of
the surface electron-donor potential hill and by attract
ing additional electrons. This reduction in collector
circuit resistance causes a collector current fl.ow that
may be two to three times the emitter current.

see that the voltase is proportional to the

the curve.

If the applied collector bias is increased

beyond a certain point, the available electrons soon

In considering the collector we find that the poten

become inadequate to sustain this Ohm's law relation·

tial hill limits the flow of electrons. Without any

ship without the rapid rise in resistance indicated by

holes, the current fl.ow is in the order of one or two

point B on the curve. By operating in the upper por

miIJiamperes. However, holes that reach the collector

tion of this curve, we obtain the required resistance

area are attracted by the negative charge there, and in

gain, but as pointed out before, this gain will only ap

moving to the collector, tend to cancel out the poten·
tial hill.

We also

current, in accordance with Ohm's law, for a portion of

proximate 60, which is well under the resistance gain

This permits more electrons to climb the

potential hill, and the collector current is increased.

for the junction transistor which we previously noted

to the emitter will effect corresponding changes in hole

what is the current gain, which in the point contact

to be 2000 or higher. However, offsetting this some

It can now be understood how a varying signal applied

injections which in turn will result in corresponding

transistor is above unity.

amplifications in collector current.

will be in the order of 150.

IO

Thus the actual voltage gain

JUNCTION TRANSISTOR MANUFAcruRE

These leads are connected through large area, low
sistance, soldered contacts.

There are two methods of making junction transis
tors. The first is by alloying the junctions. To d o
this, the three pieces o f crystal are held by a mold and
heated in a special furnace. The alloying can be
achieved by an exact controlling of the time and tem
perature of the process. This type of transistor is
illustrated in figure 22 (a) . Another method wed in

The bulk of the germanium wed in making crystals
is obtained from coal ash. Almost every mineral bears
a trace of germanium, but there is no rich source
known. It is believed that enough germanium is read
ily available to supply all elect.ronic requirements for
a long time.
Germanium·dioxide powder is reduced to elementary
germanium in a hydrogen gas furnace (figure 23),
operating at 650 degrees Centigrade. After reduction,
the temperature is raised to 950 degrees in order to
melt the germanium. It is then cooled and comes from
the furnace in the form of a silvery-grey ingot. This
ingot will have impurities of about one part in 10,·
000,000 which is still too conductive for transistors.
The impurities can be removed by slowly melting the
ingot from one end to the other. The impurities stay
in the molten portion of the ingot, ending up at one
end of the bar. This is then cut olf, and the process
repeated as many times as necessary to obtain a purity
ratio of one foreign atom for each billion atoms of
germanium.

ALL CONTACTS ARE LOW
RESISTANCE,LARGE AREA,
SOLOERED CONNECTIONS .

ALLOY
(A)

��

BASE
EMITT

EM I TT

GROWN

BASE
LLECTOR

�

�

BASE

L LECTOR

BASE

(8)

re

• • •1"1

Fig. 22-M•thoJs of Mui•• /11'"lif>ft TrllfflillOf"I.

Growing o Single Crystal

the making of junction uaosiston is to grow the trans
istor as a single crystal by switching the type of im
purity "doping" the melt, for a few moments, so as
to introduce a thin layer of opposite type of ger
manium. This is shown in 22 ( b).

The ingot is now pure germanium and in the state
ready to introduce the right impurities that will mab
a transistor. In this pure form, germanium is polycrys
talline; that is, the ingot is composed of many indi
vidual germanium crystals. The boundaries between
these crystals are at random angles to each other, there·
fore, they are of no use in the making of transistors.
The desired form is that of a single crystal, in which
the atoms are all arranged in orderly rows and columns.

The lead brought out from the center strip of crystal
is called the base. The lead brought out from the
wafer or strip on one side of this center strip is called
the emitter; and from the other side, the collector.

11

Figure 24 shows one type of appararus for introduc·
ing the correct amount and type of impurity as well as
growing the single crystal with the same crystal orien·
ration as the seed A small crystal "seed" is dipped into
molten germanium and is slowly raised and turned.
The molten germanium freezes to the seed in the same
orientation as the crystal in the seed and after several
hours of slow withdrawal a long single crystal designed
for transistor usage is formed.

The transistor symbol used in the making of circuit
diagrams is shown in Figure 26. The line towards the
bottom of the circle is used to represent the base con·
nection. This is somewhat analogous to the grid of a
vacuum tube. The line drawn at an angle from the

.

,

EM ITTER

COL LECTOR

IJTING
MECHANISM
PNP

SYMBOL

SHOWN SOL.ID ARROW

NPN SYMBOL ARROW REVERSED
ANO SHOWN DOTTED

TUINING

llllotANISM --tt-1�
--

BASE

flig. 26-The Tf'tmsi11or Sch""""1k St#fhol.

GAS lllUT

u
QUAITZ

TUBE --i+---1--

HUn•
fllf

llKl--tr.;��t"'\l�f����tit.��

Pig. 24-Melhod of "&owing"

•

G_,,,_
,;
c,.,1141.

base and leaving the circle neac the top at the right is
the collector, and is analogous to the plate of a vacuum
tube. The line with an arrow head, drawn at an angle
from the base, and leaving the circle at the left near the
top is the emitter. As shown by the soliG arrow the
transistor is a PNP type. However, should &be arrow
be reversed as shown by the dotted portion. the trans·
istor would be an NPN type.

SLA·l655

Figure 25 shows a single crystal of germanium. It is
comparatively small, yet there is enough germanium
in this crystal to make approximately 7000 transistors.
The ratio of impurity in this crystal is one part co one
hundred million.

:: *• '!
- ;

I

· -� -�
-

Fig. 2$-.A Si11gu Cry11.J of G_._Btt0•1Jh for M.Ml11g
70()() Tr..si1IM'1.
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(C) indicates the connections for a transistor with

COMPARISON OF TRANSISTOR AND
TUBE CIRCUITRY

a common emitter conoeetion as is analogous to a
vacuum rube connected as it is generally used

Unlike the vacuum rube, a transistor does not have

isolated input and output circuits.

pedaoce

.

The output im·

used this way, the

is dependent on the input impedance, and

pedance and a medium output impedance.

vice versa. Also, the impedance of the transistor out·
put is affected by the impedance of the input signal

Simple Transistor Amplifier

source. Therefore, a transistor becomes a valuable tool

Figure 28 shows a single stage amplifier that can be

for use in matching. By carefully choosing the method

used as a preamplifier for a microphone or phonograph

of using the transistor, and the voltage used, almost any

pickup with a medium impedance, and feeding into

impedance ratio can be inserted into the circuitry.

the grid circuit of a normal audio amplifier. Notice

lo general. the emitter of a transistor can be likened

that the cir�it is simple and has few components.

to the cathode of a vacuum rube. It is the source of

c

current fiow. The base, more or less controlling the

�=�"--i i--

flow over the hills, is comparable to the grid of the
vacuum rube.

When

transistor has a medium input im

BASE

As the collector is the part of the trans·

istor through which the current flows from the unit,

c

it can be considered as serving the same function as the

....
::>
...
z

vacuum rube plate.

In Figure 27 we see the analogous circuits for the dif
ferent methods of using transistors as compared to

R
R

E M ITTER

....
::>
...
....
::>
0

0-------�+ 111----+----

vacuum rubes.

Fig. 28-SehtmUJic Di11gr11m-Simple Tr11Misior Amplifiw-
Ctmm1on Emiller Comuclion.

This is one reason that transistors are so well adapted
•

�·"'

�y

GROUNDED GRID

(b)

(c)

p

P

OUT

Fidelity model 6HF1 and 7HF2 instruments for several
advantages which it provides: we need to match a low

G

N

N

T

CATHODE FOLLOWER

impedance moving coil pickup to the grid of an audio

•fM•

amplifier; because of the low output of a pickup such

....,.. NORMAL

as this, we must have very high gain; and, because of

Fig. 27-BtUie Cire11it Compmso,.._Tr11t1sistors vs Tub.s.

the high gain needed, we must have a circuit that bas

practically no hum. The transistor meets all of these

(A) shows the we of a transistor with a com.moo

base connection.

to printed circuitry. We use a transistor in our High

Frequently such a connection

is

requirements.

spoken of as the grounded base connection, but the use

of the word "Common" more nearly describes the ac

Two Stage Audio Amplifier

tual use of the connection. Even though the connec

Figure 29 is a schematic of a two stage amplifier.

tion is common, it wi ll not always be grounded. This

Again you can see how few components are used and

also applies to the other elemeocs. The "common Base"

how convenient such a circuit would be for printed cir

connection is analogous to the grounded grid connec

cuit assemblies.

tion of a vacuum rube as shown in Figure 27 (a ) .

When a transistor is used in this way, the input im
pedance is low and the output impedance is high.

( B ) shows the transistor connected in a common col

lector circ,uit which allows a high impedance input

with a medium or low impedance output and is com

parable to a vacuum rube used as a cathode follower,

shown in ( b). Actually a cathode follower rube cir

cuit would not have the plate grounded. It s
i shown

Pig. 2'9--Schmilllc
i Dit1gr111n-Two..St11ge Trtmsislor A#ilio
Amplffjer.

grounded here merely for comparison.
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Push-Pull-Parallel Amplifier

Push-Pull Amplifier
In 6gure 30 we see how simple a push·puJJ ampJi6er

Figure 32 is an expanded circuit based on the circuit

can be made. Again the components are few, and the

described in figure 31. Here we have one push-puJJ

amplifier is adaptable to printed circuit design. In this

pair of PNP-NPN types which are directly coupled
to another pair. The outputs are then tied together.

+

+

Pig. 30--S,hem.di, l>U8"-"ush-PuU

Ampufiw.

case

T'llfuw
fSis

AINik
t1.••t6Sf

al l the transistors are of the same type crystal, and

you will note that PNP2 is used as a phase inverter.
Therefore, in this case the design resembles the stand
ard push-pull vacuum tube amplifier.

No transformers are required, and very few compo
nents. The output impedance directly matches that

Single-Ended Push-Pull Amplifier

of the speaker voioe coil, an ideal layout for a

Figure 31 illustrates something that cannot be done

printed circuit amplifier.

with a vacuum tube. Notice that both inputs are in
parallel, and both outputs are in parallel, yet we have a

Fg
i ure 33 illwtrates the compactness and small size

push-pull circuit. This is because one transistor is a

of amplifiers designed with transistors. This complete

PNP type and the other an NPN type. You will re

push-pull-paral lel amplifier stage may be plugged into

member that earlier we covered the operation of

a single vacuum tube stocket.

the two types and found that they were opposite
in performance.

Therefore, if the transistors are

correctly biased, that is, the PNP biased in the opposite
direction from the NPN, the one type will amplify
during one half the cycle, and the other type will
amplify during the other half cycle. Therefore, we
have a push-pull amplifier without the necessity for a
transformer in either the input or the output circuits.

c

·;----.

INPUT

GAIN

CONTROL

OUTPUT

�
PNP ONLY
NPN

Jl..A• ltOO

ONl Y

BOTH

Pig. 31-Sr:hmutfr DUg,--Singu-Entl,J Push-Pull Tr_,-.
slor
i
Audio Amf)li{ur.
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TRANSISTORIZED EQUIPMENT

directly from the six or twelve volt storage battery,
with no vibrator or filter system. Only a small dry cell

Pigwe 34 ahowt a number of small electronic instru·

1n most cases

meats employing transistors in their ampliJier circuits.

is required in the other equipmenu.

They are equal in performaace to the larger, tube·

these provide approximately the same operating life as

poweted ioscnuoeots, but are smaller in siu aod

the ootJnal ahelE life of the battery.

lighter io weight. Because of the low power coosump

In the future we will see transjstors wed for many

tion, it has been possible to make many important

applications. Some of them, of course, will be in tet'Y·

simplifications in tbae instnunents. One of the main

kes foe which 'V8CUum rubes have been wed io tbe

simp1i6catiocu is the elimination of the large power

supply, required by vacuum tube equipment.

past. Otbe.rt will be in services for which tubes have

This

not yet been found adaptable.

makes it possible to operate the automobile receiver

tu "'1
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